Development Of Processed Rinuak Fish (Psilopsis Sp) To Improve Nutritional Quality Of Toddler Of Stunting
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Abstract

Stunting is one of the problems of a lack of protein intake that occurs for a long time to interfere with growth. Increasing the quality of nutrition based on local food that has the potential to be one solution, including raw fish rinuak which is rich in protein. This study aims to analyze the needs and identify the potential of rinuak fish as a local food ingredient and to design standardized products to improve the nutritional quality of children under five with stunting. The survey method was used to collect data with qualitative and quantitative approaches using the Participatory Action Research (PAR) design. Furthermore, the standardization of recipes for processed rinuak fish was carried out by eight expert validators in the fields of food, food, and nutrition. The results showed that the potential for rinuak fish in Lake Maninjau in the last two years is abundant. Standardized processed rinuak fish, namely nuggets, jerky, and shredded rinuak can be used as an alternative food for toddlers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stunting is a description of the occurrence of barriers to growth, which is caused by a lack of nutritional intake for a long time (Loya, 2017: 84). Stunting occurs starting in the womb in the form of a fetus until the age of 5 years. Stunting can be seen from the height that is not suitable for age (Kementrian Kesehatan RI, 2018). Laurus et al (2016: 364) that, "a child’s optimal growth can be indicated by many factors, among them is body height".

Results of Monitoring Nutritional Status (PSG, 2015: 3) the prevalence of stunting under five in Indonesia is 29%, an increase in 2017 to 29.6%, without exception West Sumatra Province. West Sumatra, namely in East Pasaman Regency, found 15,025 and West Pasaman as many as 23,435 children under five suffer from stunting (Kementrian Kesehatan, 2015).
Efforts to improve the nutritional quality of the safest food are based on local food, namely by utilizing rinuak fish (psilopsis sp) whose production is abundant every day in Lake Maninjau, Agam Regency, West Sumatra. Efforts to accelerate the reduction of stunting in children under five are through improving the quality of nutrition and food security at the household level (Yuliana, Katin and Holinesti, 2010).

At the end of 2016 to mid-2018, the rinuak fish were threatened with extinction, but by the end of 2018 until now, the catch of rinuak fish in Lake Maninjau was again abundant (Yuliana, et al. 2018). The rinuak fish has a small body posture due to the size of 2-3 cm. Dry rinuak fish contains 20.72% protein and 5.76% fat (Sihombing, Togun., 2013).

So far, rinuak fish is only consumed by the public in the form of frying, steaming, and chopping. However, what the community, especially parents of children under five, need to do is adjusting standardized recipes and developing traditional Minang foods that have been enriched with nutritional content. In this research, rinuak fish processing based on the preferences of children under five in general, namely rinuak fish will be processed in the form of nuggets, dendeng, and abon.

The product validity test is a response statement that symbolizes the amount, level of intensity, after the panelist senses. Each panelist conducts tests and assessments of the product and writes down his response. Organoleptic analysis of shape, aroma, texture, color, and taste was carried out utilizing a level test with a score of 1-5. The higher the value the better the product quality. The number involved 8 expert panelists. The test was conducted at 9.00 - 11.00 or 14.00 - 16.00 WIB where the panelists were not hungry and not full.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a. Potential of Rinuak Fish

Based on the results of interviews conducted with the Maninjau community, in this case, the fishermen who caught the rinuak, the head of the rinuak fish processing UKM and local regional leaders such as the secretary of the Tanjung Raya subdistrict head, Wali Nagari Maninjau, Wali Jorong, and other community leaders, were obtained information on the potential of rinuak fish. In Lake Maninjau in the last two years with abundant production. From the 47 UKM groups interviewed, it can be seen that the average rinuak processed is 3 kg per day on weekdays (Monday-Saturday). There was an increase in holidays (weeks) to an average of 5 kg per day. During holidays or school holidays, the average of rinuak fish processed by UKM is up to 15 kg/day.
Supporting factors, such as clean water conditions and a friendly natural environment, support the production of rinuak fish. Besides that, the awareness of the local community to keep lake water clean is also very much needed. This can be done by limiting the number of karamba businesses in Lake Maninjau because the leftovers of the karamba fish can contaminate the lake.

b. Standard Recipe for Rinuak Fish Processed
1) Nugget Rinuak
So far, the popular nuggets are meat-based. Fish nuggets are not much different from other nuggets in terms of seasoning, which differ only in the raw material for making nuggets. Kim, Hack-Youn et al. (2015: 19), Most nuggets cook rapidly and develop a golden color, crisp texture, and good flavor at frying temperatures between 160 and 190 °C. This also agrees with Permadi, S.N, et al (2012: 115) which states that nuggets are a form of processed meat or animal protein products that are ground and seasoned, then covered with flour gluten, greasing the bread (breading), and frying, half cooked and then frozen to maintain the quality during storage.

From the results of the rinuak nugget test by the validator, several conclusions were obtained, namely:

a) The color quality with an average score of 3.8 was categorized quite good, golden brown, but it would be better if the color was a little lighter so that the nuggets would be more attractive. Khatimah, Nurul, et al (2018: 64) in their research stated that the non-enzymatic reactions that occur have a direct impact on the color of the nuggets produced, the color caused by the reaction between sugars and amino acids known as the maillard reaction. So that the product color is slightly brown.

b) The quality of the shape with an average score of 3.8 is recommended for the shape of the stick and its size to be slightly reduced. The longer the stirring time when adding the carrots will cause the water contained in the carrots to come out, so that the dough becomes soft (Firdaus, et al. 2014).

c) The aroma quality with an average score of 4.7 categories is good. Nisa, Tsinginiyati Khairun (2013: 68) revealed that the aroma of nuggets is also formed during the steaming and frying process.

2) Dendeng Rinuak (Jerky of Rinuak)
Dendeng is a traditional way of preserving meat that is well known by Indonesians, especially the Minangkabau. Currently, jerky is not only made from beef, but has been made with other basic ingredients such as tuna, catfish, or goldfish.
In this study, dendeng was processed from rinuak fish. The recipe used in making rinuak jerky is no different from beef dendeng. However, in this study only using natural ingredients, there is no use of additional ingredients like other flavoring ingredients.

From the results of the dendeng rinuak test by the validator, several conclusions were obtained, namely:

a) The color quality with an average score of 3.8 in the color category is good. Jamhari et al. (2005) stated that the color of dendeng can be affected by the temperature used in the drying process.

b) The quality of the shape with an average score of 3.4 is quite good, it is advisable to make it thin again.

c) The aroma quality with an average score of 4.4 is good and it attracts interest. According to Ikhsan, Muh. Et al (2016: 120), that this is thought to be due to the aroma of fish dendeng that is produced using distinctive flavorful spices such as the aroma of coriander, and each treatment uses the same spices. The process of forming the aroma occurs when the ingredients are mixed until they become spices and will last until the drying process so that the distinctive aroma of jerky is formed (Henny Krissetiana, 2003).

d) The texture quality with an average score of 4.1 in the jerky texture category is appropriate. In line with Dadik's research (2006), it is said that the lower the water content in dendeng as the temperature increases, the crunchier the dendeng product is.

e) Taste quality with an average score of 4 categories tasty and delicious. Based on Ikhsan's research, Muh. Et al (2016: 120), that the drying temperature and the amount of water content can affect the level of fish dendeng produced.

3) Abon Rinuak (Shredded Rinuak)

Shredded is food that is usually made from animal meat fiber. Their appearance is usually light brown to blackish in color. Shredded looks like cotton fibers, because it is dominated by dried muscle fibers that are shredded. Because it is dry and has almost no residual moisture content, shredded is usually stored for weeks to months in airtight packaging (Wikipedia, 2019)
From the results of the abon rinuak test by the validator, several conclusions were obtained, namely:

a) The color quality with an average score of 4.6 is categorized as good. According to Mustar’s (2013) research, this is due to the frying process a color change as a result of the reaction of amino acids and reducing sugars, resulting in a brownish yellow color during the frying process.

b) The quality of the shape with an average score of 3.7 is categorized as resembling abon in general, but it is recommended that it is slightly smaller so it can be consumed by toddlers.

c) The aroma quality with an average score of 4.4 is good and it attracts interest. According to the research of Mustar (2013), in the frying process, there is a change in certain compounds in the oil and a caramelization process occurs in several sugar compounds which will cause a distinctive aroma.

d) Texture quality with an average score of 3.4 is good, but dries better. In the research of Huthaimah, et al. (2017: 251) revealed that this is presumably because the texture of the abon using the roasting method tends to be more crispy than the frying method.

e) Taste quality with an average score of 4.4 in the tasty and delicious categories. According to Mustar (2013), at the frying stage, there will be the absorption of oil into the ingredients, where the oil contains high fat so that it produces a savory taste in abon.

4. CONCLUSION

The results showed that the potential for rinuak fish in Lake Maninjau in the last two years is abundant. The need for processed rinuak fish products is very high, considering that so far processing has only been limited by frying, milling, grouting, or making rinuak peanut brittle. There is still a limited number of people who process rinuak fish into rinuak nuggets, rinuak dendeng, and rinuak abon. The resulting standard recipe design is a recipe for processing rinuak fish into rinuak nuggets, rinuak dendeng, and rinuak abon which can be alternative foods for stunting toddlers.
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